
 EDU282 List of eExam Questions in the Bank
Latex formatted questions may not properly render
 Q1  No one teaching method is the best. Do you agree? 

 Q2  Which method of teaching you consider best for teaching shorthand? 

 Q3  Which method of teaching pays great attention to learner, to learn at his/her 
own pace? 

 Q4  According to Fafunwa the purpose (1991) the purpose of education is 

 Q5  Universities and Polytechnics in Nigeria offer a   _year course in business 
education

 Q6  The long term lesson plan covers a period ranging from    term to one year

 Q7  Which behavioural objectives are usually stated in terms of expected 
student performance? 

 Q8  Lesson plan reminds a teacher of what he is going to teach and how he 
intends to  

 Q9  Development of a lesson involves both the    and the students

 Q10  The presentation stage in the development of a lesson is the    or otherwise 
the central part of the lesson

 Q11  Reinforcement can be defined as any condition that exists to promote  

 Q12  Cognitive domain refers to  

 Q13  The techniques or strategies that enable a teacher to communicate his 
lesson are known  as  

 Q14  The kind of teaching method in which the students play a passive role in 
the learning process is known as 

 Q15    play a significant role in the 1915 law of technical- Vocational education

 Q16  The relatively permanent change that takes place ar the end of teacher- 
student interaction is known as 

 Q17    teaching method is a method where attention is paid to the individual 
learner.

 Q18    are instructional materials which the teacher uses to supplement 
instruction

 Q19  The physical, mental, emotional or social maturation of the learner is 
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referred to as  

 Q20  Close circuit TV & Video and film (motion) are example of  

 Q21  Audio/Visual materials   _time when teaching

 Q22  The    is best used when the class size is small and the subject is practical 
oriented

 Q23  Thorndike's theories contain element of  

 Q24  Pavlor, Thorndike and Skinner belong to  

 Q25  Learner- centred method can be best used when the subject is    oriented

 Q26  The goal of learning is to bring about    learning in the student

 Q27    can only be acquired when put into practice

 Q28  A good teaching method should take into consideration the    average, the 
average and the below average learners

 Q29  The lecture method is ideal for    students in tertiary institutions of learning

 Q30    is a skill subject which involves the use of the head, the heart and the 
hand in quick response to spoken sounds

 Q31  Deductivre method is also known as  

 Q32  Students learn  a lot by watching how certain things are  

 Q33  The art of causing another to learn is known as  

 Q34  The success of teacher is measured by the    of his students

 Q35  Learning could be seen as a modification of  

 Q36  Affective domain influences our  

 Q37  According to Farrant (1964), the pre-requisite for efficient learning are 
readiness, motivation and  

 Q38  In Shorthand , L is always written downwqrds after  

 Q39  Good teaching involves    and applying the best way of learning

 Q40  The degree of motivation a students has for the task could affect his  

 Q41  The method  of teaching Shorthand whereby students are made to read 
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Shorthand outlines is known as  

 Q42    learning theories emphasize the necessity to discriminate between 
different behaviours

 Q43  The method of teaching Shorthand wwhereby students are made to write 
from dictation is known as  

 Q44  Reinforcement is one of the key    of learning

 Q45  In teaching Shorthand, theory and speed must be taught  

 Q46  The oldest methods of keyboard instruction is called  

 Q47  Lecture method is ideal for large class  

 Q48    plan represents a detailed analysis of a particular activity descibed in the 
unit plan.

 Q49  A term is usually made up of     weeks while a Semester is usually made up 
of a minimum of 16 weeks

 Q50   _Objectives can be defined as the competencies and behavioural 
expressions of a programme

 Q51  Business Education can be refer to as    course

 Q52  Business skills acquired at the secondary  school level enable individuals 
to make useful    for themselves as well as prepare students for higher education

 Q53  Business Studies at secondary school level exposes students to the world 
of commerce and  

  Q54  The establishment of business education courses in higher  institution of 
learning in Nigeria was encouraged by  the Phelps-  Strolks report of 1920 and 
the report of the Ashby commission of  

 Q55  According to Ifeagwu (2000), the experience  gained  from interaction is 
known as 

 Q56  Careful lesson planning is essential for effective     of a lesson

 Q57  The secret of a good class presentation is adequate  

 Q58  What is essential for learning to take place? 

 Q59  The average human being has an inherent dislike for    and will avoid it if he 
can
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 Q60  The Law of effect was later modified to read the Law of  

 Q61  Business skills acquired at the secondary school level only prepare 
students for higher education
True
 Untrue
 Partially TRUE
 Unverifiable
 
 Q62  A good teaching method takes into consideration all the _______ groups of 
learners in the class.
Variable
 Types
 Varying
 Different
 
 Q63  What a person learns is influenced directly by his __________
Surroundings
 Area
 Surrender
 Member
 
 Q64  Learning is reinforced when_________ or more senses are used at the 
same time
Four
 Three
 Two
 Five
 
 Q65  Which teaching method is most suitable for skill subjects?
Discussion method
 Lecture teaching method
 Individualised teaching methods
 Assignment method
 
 Q66  The desire to learn is inherent in all normal persons
Undecided
 Partially true
 Untrue
 True
 
 Q67  Who pro[ounded the theory of  X and Y ?
McGregor
 Lewin
 Wetheimer
 Koffa
 
 Q68  Which of the following psychologists advocates teaching approach which 
is based on scientific methods ?
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Edward Tolma
 John Dewey
 Thorndike
 Skinner
 
 Q69  ________ laws state that satisfying consequences serve to reinforce 
stimulus-response bonds
Law of practice
 Law of readiness
 Law of exercise
 Law of effect
 
 Q70  All the following are examples of reinforcement except
Word of encouragement
 Praise
 Public Criticism
 Monetary Reward
 
 Q71  All Learning occurs through attempts to satisfy_________
Want
 Desire
 Means
 Needs
 
 Q72  Teacher -centred methods include lecture method,  demonstration method,
questioning techniques, textbook method, Visual  aids and chalkboard technique
True
 Untrue
 Partially true
 Unverifiable
 
 Q73  What types of teaching method is used to consolidates the deductive 
method of teaching?
Inductive method
 Question&Answer method
 Repetitive method
 Demonstration method
 
 Q74  What types of chalk should be used when drawing illustration or object on 
the board?
Colour pencil
 Colour Chalk
 White Chalk
 Marker
 
 Q75  Which of the following teaching methods is NOT an example of 
apprenticeship idea?
Discussion
 Role Play
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 Drama
 Simulation
 
 Q76  Teacher wipe off an illustration on a board after the students have finished 
drawing it to ____________
Keep the board clean
 Teach the student to draw fast
 Provide enough space for the teacher
 Avoid Distraction
 
 Q77  Reward and Punisment should be given to students regardlesss of age and 
character
True
 Untrue
 Partially TRUE
 Unverifiable
 
 Q78  All the following are methods of teaching a Shorthand  EXCEPT
Inductive method
 Lecture method
 Repetitive method
 Deductive method
 
 Q79  ________ is the school of thought that believes previous knowledge is very 
important for present knowledge
Cognitive school
 Response-Stimulus school
 Gestalt school
 Purposive behaviourist
 
 Q80  According to Russion and Wanous (1973) teaching is the process of 
directing or guiding
Knowledge
 Understanding
 Experience
 Learning
 
 Q81  Business Studies is one of the ________ subjects offered by junior 
secondary school students in Nigeria
Compulsory
 Important
 Relevant
 Mandatory
 
 Q82  Teacher vary his/her teaching method in other to_______
Identify which teaching method is most suitable
 Meet individual students need
 Show that he/she is a good teacher
 Improve on various teaching method
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 Q83  A teacher should maintain eye-contact method when teaching.
Partially true
 Untrue
 True
 Unverifiable
 
 Q84  Which of the following is a demerit of learner centred method?
Enables teacher to deliver his lesson without interruption from the students
 Enables the syllabus to be covered faster
 It saves time
 It is time consuming
 
 Q85  Teaching method that allows the used of five senses in learning 
is__________
Teacher centred method
 Learner centred method
 Activity centred method
 Teacher /student centred method
 
 Q86  Methods of teaching that can easily get out of control if not well monitored 
is__________
Discussion method
 Discovery method
 Lecture method
 Project method
 
 Q87  Which of the following teaching methods encourages good listening 
ability?
Lecture method
 Role  play method
 Field -trip method
 Concept method
 
 Q88  Considering Thorndike theory, skill acquisition in business studies can be 
acquired through_____
Readiness
 Reinforcement
 Practice
 Motivation
 
 Q89  ________ approach is a method generally used for students in higher 
institution
Fact
 Pathfinder
 Fact finder
 FactS process
 
 Q90  The field or Gestalt theory is behind ________ of teaching subject matter
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View
 Whole method
 Route method
 part
 
 Q91  John Dewey advocates a teaching approach which is based on ________ 
method
Reflective
 Ability
 Experience
 Scientific
 
 Q92  According to Dewey learning should arouse interest and_______ it
Sustain
 Maintain
 Attain
 Acquire
 
 Q93  ____----____ sees education as problem solving  and that learning occurs 
as a result of knowing and perception as well  as reflective thinking
Lewin
 Koffka
 Dewey
 Kohler
 
 Q94  Good teaching is based on sound
Method
 Psychology
 Relationship
 Training
 
 Q95  Who advocated that stimulus guides us towards the goal?
Ausubel
 Koffka
 Kohler
 Tolman
 
 Q96  Emotional tension decrease __________ in learning
Efficiency
 Quality
 Guarantee
 Effective
 
 Q97  Physical defects ______ efficiency in learning
Higher
 Medium
 Proper
 lower
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 Q98  Which commission encourage the establishment of business education 
courses in higher of learning in Nigeria?_____
Dewey 1990
 Daugherty Commission of 1974
 Skinner Commission of1880
 Ashby Commission of 1960
 
 Q99  Audio visuals  aids include the following except_______
close circuit
 TV & video
 film
 flipsy
 
 Q100  Simulation and role-playing are quite similar because both involve life 
_______
Situation
 Environment
 Location
 Preoaration
 
 Q101  The presentation stage is the _____________ or otherwise the central part 
of the lesson
Weight
 Heart
 Height
 High
 
 Q102  The long term lesson plan covers a period ranging from one term to 
_______ year
Two
 Three
 One
 Five
 
 Q103  Short - term lesson plan covers a period under ___________ term
One
 Two
 Three
 Four
 
 Q104  The method that can be best used in teaching Commerce is______
Field Trip
 Demonstration
 Lecture method
 Simulation and Role play
 
 Q105  Aperson learns most quickly and lastingly what has ______ for him
Reason
 Value
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 Meaning
 Important
 
 Q106  Security and success are the soil and climate for ___________
Development
 Growth
 Under-develop
 Developing
 
 Q107  Business Studies is geared towards
Certificate acquisition
 Skill acquisition
 Knowledge acquisition
 Motor acquisition
 
 Q108  SIWES is an acronym for
Student Industrial Work Experience Scheme
 Student Industry and work Experience Scheme
 Student industrous and work Expert Scheme
 Student industry and work expert scheme
 
 Q109  Audio/Visual aids are teaching aid and not a substitute for _______
Learning
 Knowledge
 Teaching
 Training
 
 Q110  _______ can be defined as the competencies and behavioural expressions 
of a programme.
Insruction
 Guidance
 Instructional planning
 Instructional Objectives
 
 Q111  Skill building in_______requires the use of a conducive typewriting room
Typewriting
 Typewriter
 Typesetting
 Typing
 
 Q112  A method which introduces the student  first to the home key roll is
Diagonal method
 Vertical method
 Straight method
 Horizontal method
 
 Q113  __________ is a prevocational subject which is  expected to expose the 
students to general business knowledge and to  have basic ideas about businss
Business Studies
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 Account
 Office Practice
 Business Admnistration
 
 Q114  Vocational/business is offered at both the formal and the _______ setting
Abnormal
 Former
 Non-formal
 Semi-formal
 
 Q115  ____________ refers to educational programmes offereed at the 
secondary school and institution.
Non-formal
 Formal
 Former
 Foomer
 
 Q116  Which of the following can prevent positive learning to take place?
Award of grade
 Competition
 Ridicule
 Rewards
 
 Q117  _________( 2000) defined teaching as a two-way  traffic system involving 
exchange of ideas between the teacher and the  students
Russon
 Canning
 Wanous
 Ifeagwu
 
 Q118  The two major characteristics inherent in human learning are the active 
and __________ nature of behavioural changes
Continuous
 Complete
 Completion
 Constant
 
 Q119  The physical, mental, emotional or social  maturation of  the learner as 
well as the accumulation of experience as a  foundation for the building of new 
learning is
Reward
 Skill
 Motive
 Readiness
 
 Q120  _________ psychologists believe that the whole is greater than the sum of 
the part.
Cognitive
 Gestalt
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 McGregor
 Pavlor
 
 Q121  No one teaching method is the best. Do you agree? 

 Q122  Which method of teaching you consider best for teaching shorthand? 

 Q123  Which method of teaching pays great attention to learner, to learn at his/
her own pace? 

 Q124  According to Fafunwa the purpose (1991) the purpose of education is 

 Q125  Universities and Polytechnics in Nigeria offer a   _year course in business 
education

 Q126  The long term lesson plan covers a period ranging from    term to one year

 Q127  Which behavioural objectives are usually stated in terms of expected 
student performance? 

 Q128  Lesson plan reminds a teacher of what he is going to teach and how he 
intends to  

 Q129  Development of a lesson involves both the    and the students

 Q130  The presentation stage in the development of a lesson is the    or 
otherwise the central part of the lesson

 Q131  Reinforcement can be defined as any condition that exists to promote  

 Q132  Cognitive domain refers to  

 Q133  The techniques or strategies that enable a teacher to communicate his 
lesson are known  as  

 Q134  The kind of teaching method in which the students play a passive role in 
the learning process is known as 

 Q135    play a significant role in the 1915 law of technical- Vocational education

 Q136  The relatively permanent change that takes place ar the end of teacher- 
student interaction is known as 

 Q137    teaching method is a method where attention is paid to the individual 
learner.

 Q138    are instructional materials which the teacher uses to supplement 
instruction
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 Q139  The physical, mental, emotional or social maturation of the learner is 
referred to as  

 Q140  Close circuit TV & Video and film (motion) are example of  

 Q141  Audio/Visual materials   _time when teaching

 Q142  The    is best used when the class size is small and the subject is practical 
oriented

 Q143  Thorndike's theories contain element of  

 Q144  Pavlor, Thorndike and Skinner belong to  

 Q145  Learner- centred method can be best used when the subject is    oriented

 Q146  The goal of learning is to bring about    learning in the student

 Q147    can only be acquired when put into practice

 Q148  A good teaching method should take into consideration the    average, the 
average and the below average learners

 Q149  The lecture method is ideal for    students in tertiary institutions of 
learning

 Q150    is a skill subject which involves the use of the head, the heart and the 
hand in quick response to spoken sounds

 Q151  Deductivre method is also known as  

 Q152  Students learn  a lot by watching how certain things are  

 Q153  The art of causing another to learn is known as  

 Q154  The success of teacher is measured by the    of his students

 Q155  Learning could be seen as a modification of  

 Q156  Affective domain influences our  

 Q157  According to Farrant (1964), the pre-requisite for efficient learning are 
readiness, motivation and  

 Q158  In Shorthand , L is always written downwqrds after  

 Q159  Good teaching involves    and applying the best way of learning

 Q160  The degree of motivation a students has for the task could affect his  
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 Q161  The method  of teaching Shorthand whereby students are made to read 
Shorthand outlines is known as  

 Q162    learning theories emphasize the necessity to discriminate between 
different behaviours

 Q163  The method of teaching Shorthand wwhereby students are made to write 
from dictation is known as  

 Q164  Reinforcement is one of the key    of learning

 Q165  In teaching Shorthand, theory and speed must be taught  

 Q166  The oldest methods of keyboard instruction is called  

 Q167  Lecture method is ideal for large class  

 Q168    plan represents a detailed analysis of a particular activity descibed in the 
unit plan.

 Q169  A term is usually made up of     weeks while a Semester is usually made 
up of a minimum of 16 weeks

 Q170   _Objectives can be defined as the competencies and behavioural 
expressions of a programme

 Q171  Business Education can be refer to as    course

 Q172  Business skills acquired at the secondary  school level enable individuals 
to make useful    for themselves as well as prepare students for higher education

 Q173  Business Studies at secondary school level exposes students to the 
world of commerce and  

  Q174  The establishment of business education courses in higher  institution of 
learning in Nigeria was encouraged by  the Phelps-  Strolks report of 1920 and 
the report of the Ashby commission of  

 Q175  According to Ifeagwu (2000), the experience  gained  from interaction is 
known as 

 Q176  Careful lesson planning is essential for effective     of a lesson

 Q177  The secret of a good class presentation is adequate  

 Q178  What is essential for learning to take place? 

 Q179  The average human being has an inherent dislike for    and will avoid it if 
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he can

 Q180  The Law of effect was later modified to read the Law of  

 Q181  Business skills acquired at the secondary school level only prepare 
students for higher education
True
 Untrue
 Partially TRUE
 Unverifiable
 
 Q182  A good teaching method takes into consideration all the _______ groups 
of learners in the class.
Variable
 Types
 Varying
 Different
 
 Q183  What a person learns is influenced directly by his __________
Surroundings
 Area
 Surrender
 Member
 
 Q184  Learning is reinforced when_________ or more senses are used at the 
same time
Four
 Three
 Two
 Five
 
 Q185  Which teaching method is most suitable for skill subjects?
Discussion method
 Lecture teaching method
 Individualised teaching methods
 Assignment method
 
 Q186  The desire to learn is inherent in all normal persons
Undecided
 Partially true
 Untrue
 True
 
 Q187  Who pro[ounded the theory of  X and Y ?
McGregor
 Lewin
 Wetheimer
 Koffa
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 Q188  Which of the following psychologists advocates teaching approach which 
is based on scientific methods ?
Edward Tolma
 John Dewey
 Thorndike
 Skinner
 
 Q189  ________ laws state that satisfying consequences serve to reinforce 
stimulus-response bonds
Law of practice
 Law of readiness
 Law of exercise
 Law of effect
 
 Q190  All the following are examples of reinforcement except
Word of encouragement
 Praise
 Public Criticism
 Monetary Reward
 
 Q191  All Learning occurs through attempts to satisfy_________
Want
 Desire
 Means
 Needs
 
 Q192  Teacher -centred methods include lecture method,  demonstration method,
questioning techniques, textbook method, Visual  aids and chalkboard technique
True
 Untrue
 Partially true
 Unverifiable
 
 Q193  What types of teaching method is used to consolidates the deductive 
method of teaching?
Inductive method
 Question&Answer method
 Repetitive method
 Demonstration method
 
 Q194  What types of chalk should be used when drawing illustration or object on 
the board?
Colour pencil
 Colour Chalk
 White Chalk
 Marker
 
 Q195  Which of the following teaching methods is NOT an example of 
apprenticeship idea?
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Discussion
 Role Play
 Drama
 Simulation
 
 Q196  Teacher wipe off an illustration on a board after the students have 
finished drawing it to ____________
Keep the board clean
 Teach the student to draw fast
 Provide enough space for the teacher
 Avoid Distraction
 
 Q197  Reward and Punisment should be given to students regardlesss of age 
and character
True
 Untrue
 Partially TRUE
 Unverifiable
 
 Q198  All the following are methods of teaching a Shorthand  EXCEPT
Inductive method
 Lecture method
 Repetitive method
 Deductive method
 
 Q199  ________ is the school of thought that believes previous knowledge is 
very important for present knowledge
Cognitive school
 Response-Stimulus school
 Gestalt school
 Purposive behaviourist
 
 Q200  According to Russion and Wanous (1973) teaching is the process of 
directing or guiding
Knowledge
 Understanding
 Experience
 Learning
 
 Q201  Business Studies is one of the ________ subjects offered by junior 
secondary school students in Nigeria
Compulsory
 Important
 Relevant
 Mandatory
 
 Q202  Teacher vary his/her teaching method in other to_______
Identify which teaching method is most suitable
 Meet individual students need
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 Show that he/she is a good teacher
 Improve on various teaching method
 
 Q203  A teacher should maintain eye-contact method when teaching.
Partially true
 Untrue
 True
 Unverifiable
 
 Q204  Which of the following is a demerit of learner centred method?
Enables teacher to deliver his lesson without interruption from the students
 Enables the syllabus to be covered faster
 It saves time
 It is time consuming
 
 Q205  Teaching method that allows the used of five senses in learning 
is__________
Teacher centred method
 Learner centred method
 Activity centred method
 Teacher /student centred method
 
 Q206  Methods of teaching that can easily get out of control if not well 
monitored is__________
Discussion method
 Discovery method
 Lecture method
 Project method
 
 Q207  Which of the following teaching methods encourages good listening 
ability?
Lecture method
 Role  play method
 Field -trip method
 Concept method
 
 Q208  Considering Thorndike theory, skill acquisition in business studies can be 
acquired through_____
Readiness
 Reinforcement
 Practice
 Motivation
 
 Q209  ________ approach is a method generally used for students in higher 
institution
Fact
 Pathfinder
 Fact finder
 FactS process
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 Q210  The field or Gestalt theory is behind ________ of teaching subject matter
View
 Whole method
 Route method
 part
 
 Q211  John Dewey advocates a teaching approach which is based on ________ 
method
Reflective
 Ability
 Experience
 Scientific
 
 Q212  According to Dewey learning should arouse interest and_______ it
Sustain
 Maintain
 Attain
 Acquire
 
 Q213  ____----____ sees education as problem solving  and that learning occurs 
as a result of knowing and perception as well  as reflective thinking
Lewin
 Koffka
 Dewey
 Kohler
 
 Q214  Good teaching is based on sound
Method
 Psychology
 Relationship
 Training
 
 Q215  Who advocated that stimulus guides us towards the goal?
Ausubel
 Koffka
 Kohler
 Tolman
 
 Q216  Emotional tension decrease __________ in learning
Efficiency
 Quality
 Guarantee
 Effective
 
 Q217  Physical defects ______ efficiency in learning
Higher
 Medium
 Proper
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 lower
 
 Q218  Which commission encourage the establishment of business education 
courses in higher of learning in Nigeria?_____
Dewey 1990
 Daugherty Commission of 1974
 Skinner Commission of1880
 Ashby Commission of 1960
 
 Q219  Audio visuals  aids include the following except_______
close circuit
 TV & video
 film
 flipsy
 
 Q220  Simulation and role-playing are quite similar because both involve life 
_______
Situation
 Environment
 Location
 Preoaration
 
 Q221  The presentation stage is the _____________ or otherwise the central part 
of the lesson
Weight
 Heart
 Height
 High
 
 Q222  The long term lesson plan covers a period ranging from one term to 
_______ year
Two
 Three
 One
 Five
 
 Q223  Short - term lesson plan covers a period under ___________ term
One
 Two
 Three
 Four
 
 Q224  The method that can be best used in teaching Commerce is______
Field Trip
 Demonstration
 Lecture method
 Simulation and Role play
 
 Q225  Aperson learns most quickly and lastingly what has ______ for him
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Reason
 Value
 Meaning
 Important
 
 Q226  Security and success are the soil and climate for ___________
Development
 Growth
 Under-develop
 Developing
 
 Q227  Business Studies is geared towards
Certificate acquisition
 Skill acquisition
 Knowledge acquisition
 Motor acquisition
 
 Q228  SIWES is an acronym for
Student Industrial Work Experience Scheme
 Student Industry and work Experience Scheme
 Student industrous and work Expert Scheme
 Student industry and work expert scheme
 
 Q229  Audio/Visual aids are teaching aid and not a substitute for _______
Learning
 Knowledge
 Teaching
 Training
 
 Q230  _______ can be defined as the competencies and behavioural expressions 
of a programme.
Insruction
 Guidance
 Instructional planning
 Instructional Objectives
 
 Q231  Skill building in_______requires the use of a conducive typewriting room
Typewriting
 Typewriter
 Typesetting
 Typing
 
 Q232  A method which introduces the student  first to the home key roll is
Diagonal method
 Vertical method
 Straight method
 Horizontal method
 
 Q233  __________ is a prevocational subject which is  expected to expose the 
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students to general business knowledge and to  have basic ideas about businss
Business Studies
 Account
 Office Practice
 Business Admnistration
 
 Q234  Vocational/business is offered at both the formal and the _______ setting
Abnormal
 Former
 Non-formal
 Semi-formal
 
 Q235  ____________ refers to educational programmes offereed at the 
secondary school and institution.
Non-formal
 Formal
 Former
 Foomer
 
 Q236  Which of the following can prevent positive learning to take place?
Award of grade
 Competition
 Ridicule
 Rewards
 
 Q237  _________( 2000) defined teaching as a two-way  traffic system involving 
exchange of ideas between the teacher and the  students
Russon
 Canning
 Wanous
 Ifeagwu
 
 Q238  The two major characteristics inherent in human learning are the active 
and __________ nature of behavioural changes
Continuous
 Complete
 Completion
 Constant
 
 Q239  The physical, mental, emotional or social  maturation of  the learner as 
well as the accumulation of experience as a  foundation for the building of new 
learning is
Reward
 Skill
 Motive
 Readiness
 
 Q240  _________ psychologists believe that the whole is greater than the sum of 
the part.
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Cognitive
 Gestalt
 McGregor
 Pavlor
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